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I. INTRODUCTION

The FTC completed its antitrust investigation of Google early this year and, finding no evidence of antitrust violations, decided not to bring an enforcement action against the company. Although the FTC has concluded its investigation, Google’s competitors and critics, unhappy with the outcome, continue to raise issues and criticize the FTC’s decision. In this brief article we discuss the FTC’s decision and assess the merits of the claims still being raised. The critics’ case against Google rests on certain assumptions about how the markets in which it operates function. But these are technology markets, constantly evolving and complex; most assumptions, and even “conclusions” based on data, are imperfect at best. The market realities in which Google operates, while not dispositive, strongly challenge the logic and thus the relevance of many of the contentions still being maintained by Google’s critics.

* Geoffrey A. Manne is a Lecturer in Law at Lewis & Clark Law School. William Rinehart is the Director of Operations for the International Center for Law and Economics.
The public claims by Google’s critics and the best information we have on the thinking of the regulators investigating the company reflect an over-simplified and inaccurate conception of the competitive conditions facing Google and its competitors. The reality is far more complex and, if properly understood, paints a picture that undermines the basic, essential elements of an antitrust case against the company.

Competitors continue to claim that their problems competing with Google are cognizable antitrust problems rather than the consequences of vigorous competition, shifting consumer demand, and their own business decisions. However, there is significant evidence indicating that these claims are unfounded, and the FTC, which undertook the most thorough examination of the issues to date, found unanimously that no antitrust action based on such claims was viable.

II. THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR ANTICOMPETITIVE FORECLOSURE AND ITS APPLICATION TO GOOGLE

The core claim at issue in the FTC’s case was that Google’s vertical integration of its own content (e.g., maps, shopping comparisons, flight search results) into its organic search results — “search bias” — foreclosed competitors from access to Internet users, resulting in anticompetitive harm. The focus of the FTC’s inquiry, as it always must be, was the effect on consumers and the market as a whole, not the effect on individual competitors. The fact that Google’s actions may have negatively affected some of its competitors is not determinative. For the FTC to have brought a case, it would have needed to show actionable harm — that is, to show conduct with an anticompetitive effect on consumers in the relevant market — not merely the existence of market conditions detrimental to some of Google’s competitors. The Commission’s statement indicates that it was unable to find evidence sufficient to support the elements of such a claim.

It is crucial to emphasize that antitrust law doesn’t require that Google or any other large firm make life easier for competitors or others seeking to access resources controlled by these firms: “Businesses are generally free to choose the parties with whom they will deal, as well as the prices, terms, and conditions of that dealing.”

3. See, e.g., Can Search Discrimination by a Monopolist Violate U.S. Antitrust Laws?, FairSearch available at http://www.fairsearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Can-Search-Discrimination-by-a-Monopolist-Violate-U.S.-Antitrust-Laws1.pdf (“Given Google’s monopoly grip on search and search advertising, Google’s customers and competitors increasingly worry that Google has both the incentive and ability to manipulate its search results in ways that steer users to its own (possibly inferior) services and away from competitors—and thus deprive these competitors of the customers they need to survive.”).
Rather, vertical integration of the sort practiced by Google and complained of by its competitors tends to be procompetitive, and antitrust law does not mandate forced access to vertically integrated resources:

> Over a century of antitrust jurisprudence, economic study, and enforcement agency practice have produced a well-understood economic analysis of the competitive effects of a vertically integrated firm’s “discrimination” in favor of its own products or services, including widespread recognition that such arrangements generally produce significant benefits for consumers. 

While the agency properly refrained from bringing a case, its closing statement was nevertheless weak in an important respect: Rather than focusing solely on Google’s *conduct* and its anticompetitive *effect*, the FTC’s statement also paid particular attention to Google’s *intent*. Critics have contended that Google has engaged in exclusionary conduct in search. But in the Commission’s final ruling, there was no discussion of whether search bias, demoting a competitor in organic search results, actually constitutes a refusal to deal or really any sort of exclusionary conduct at all. Rather, the discussion focused (appropriately) on effects and procompetitive justification, and (inappropriately) on Google’s intent, but not on the nature of the conduct itself. 

Where typical potential exclusionary acts like tying, predatory pricing and exclusive dealing may operate to “exclude” (in the dictionary-definition, not antitrust-term-of-art, sense) rivals, search bias as alleged by many of Google’s competitors does not. Whether a competitor’s results appear in the second or the first place in a search result page, they still appear, and only one result can ever appear first. There is natural scarcity and the vast majority of websites will be “foreclosed” from the first (or second, or third) place even in the complete absence of bias. Thus evidence of search bias, without more, is not evidence of exclusion, regardless of its actual effect.

While there might be a case to be made that a pervasive program of biasing results that systematically demoted search results off the first page is functionally equivalent to exclusion, the claims in the

---


Google case turned primarily on the interpolation of Google’s own “Universal Search” results, in a single box or search result, ahead of results from some competitors. It is difficult to see how such conduct could exclude rivals whether it was intended to do so or not.

The problem with the approach to Google’s conduct advocated by its critics (and, for that matter, adopted by the FTC, as far as we know from the limited insight into its analysis offered by its short Statement) is that it is, in Joshua Wright’s words, “naive foreclosure analysis.” In this analysis, acts that have the effect of excluding rivals are deemed anticompetitive, subject only to balancing against procompetitive justification. But, as Wright points out, if rivals would have been only marginally less foreclosed absent such conduct, the case is not actionable. Anticompetitive foreclosure requires not merely any foreclosure effect, but substantial foreclosure sufficient to prevent rivals from achieving minimum viable scale. Here that is not the case:

The observed own-content bias appears neither to be extensive enough to prevent rivals from gaining access to distribution nor does it appear to target Google’s rivals; rather, it seems to be a natural result of intense competition between search engines and of significant benefit to consumers.

This is not the same thing as saying the conduct has procompetitive justification, although the two will tend to go together. Rather, an appropriate (in Wright’s term, “but-for foreclosure”) analysis will first ask whether there is in fact substantial exclusion from the complained of conduct judged against a but-for world without such conduct, and, even if the answer is “yes,” subsequently ask whether the conduct’s procompetitive justifications outweigh its net anticompetitive effect, properly measured.

One way of addressing this threshold question is to ask whether search results in other search engines that are not subject to the alleged biasing demonstrate the same or similar ordering of results. As Wright shows, on this basis there is no evidence of exclusion resulting

8. Id. at 1167 (“A consensus has emerged that a necessary condition for anticompetitive harm arising from allegedly exclusionary agreements is that the contracts foreclose rivals from a share of distribution sufficient to achieve minimum efficient scale.”).
10. See also Thomas G. Krattenmaker & Steven C. Salop, Anticompetitive Exclusion: Raising Rivals’ Costs to Achieve Power over Price, 96 Yale L.J. 209, 259 (1986) (noting that whether foreclosure is sufficiently large to be actionable depends critically on the “net foreclosure rate”).
from Google’s conduct and, indeed, Google’s search results demonstrate, if anything, less exclusionary effect than its competitors’. But the question might also be asked in a different, perhaps more direct fashion: Relative to hypothetical search results pages on Google itself that simply excluded Google’s own content results, were competitors foreclosed? The nature of online search and organic search results suggests the answer to this question is likely “no.”

As noted, the primary complaint before the FTC and alleged by Google’s critics was that Google’s insertion of its own content results (rather than simply links to other sites) in preferred positions in results pages yielded anticompetitive exclusion. In this case we are looking primarily at the net effect of the insertion of a single search result — Google’s Universal Search Box — into results that otherwise would have looked identical or substantially similar.

It is difficult to argue that the insertion of a single additional search result foreclosed competitors from access to Google’s users — regardless of any procompetitive justification or Google’s intent. As Wright’s analysis shows, competitors may have been in precisely the same relative position absent the alleged exclusionary conduct (as evidenced by analogous search results on non-Google search engines). But more, even compared to a world where Google’s own content wasn’t available at all — where, in other words, other results were simply moved up one place in the search results — the net foreclosure effect of the addition of Google’s Universal Search results would seem to be marginal. As Wright points out:

Search rankings therefore are only a rough proxy; merely because a search engine ranks its own content highly does not indicate that users are more likely to consume that content — in fact, a ranking does not necessarily speak to the rate of consumption at all. Moreover, search rankings are notoriously short-lived — Google’s critics complain their rankings are constantly changing. The dynamic nature of search results, combined with the fact that users are not committed to clicking on any given search result — or even to using any given search engine — for any period of time at all, means that “competition is one click away.” Accordingly, even this more accurate

measure of foreclosure likely overstates the extent to which rivals are in fact excluded from competing.\textsuperscript{13}

The point is entwined with the analysis of procompetitive justification on which the Commission did, appropriately, focus, and it may seem like semantics to differentiate between conduct that “sufficiently” excludes and conduct that has exclusionary effect that outweighs its procompetitive benefits. But a simple balancing of the procompetitive and anticompetitive effects of particular conduct without any sort of threshold filter and without a proper measure of the net foreclosure effect at issue would sweep in far too much desirable conduct and deter competition. Aggressive competition—say, investment in building and successfully marketing a better product—may result in “exclusion” of competitors from a market and may even cause them to exit a market entirely. But no one would argue that such conduct should be investigated or prohibited by antitrust enforcers. Reliance solely on a balancing of effects from allegedly exclusionary conduct makes potentially illegal all business conduct and risks false positives and the over-deterrence of consumer welfare-enhancing conduct.

And as it happens, the evidence strongly suggests that, indeed, Google’s complaining competitors have not been prevented from obtaining scale. For example, as of September 2012, Google ranks 7\textsuperscript{th} in visits among meta-search travel sites, with a mere 1.4\% of such visits, while Kayak, a founding member of the anti-search-bias group FairSearch, sits in first with a whopping 61\% – and this figure is up from 53\% six months after Google entered the travel search business.\textsuperscript{14} Kayak also receives 75\% of its traffic through direct navigation; a mere 10\% of its traffic in the first half of 2012 was directed through search.\textsuperscript{15} Expedia, another FairSearch founder and vocal Google critic, is the largest travel company in the world, and it has continued to grow since Google’s entry into travel search.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13} Wright, supra note 7, at 1197 (citing Benjamin Edelman & Benjamin Lockwood, \textit{Measuring Bias in “Organic” Web Search} (Jan. 19, 2011), http://www.benedelman.org/searchbias (“The strongest example for Google is the term ‘email.’ Gmail, the first result, receives 29\% of users’ clicks, while Yahoo mail, the second result, receives 54\%.”)).


Perhaps more interestingly, Nextag.com, another vocal Google critic, complains that Google’s conduct has forced it to shift its strategy from attracting traffic through Google’s organic search results to other sources, including paid ads on Google.com. Rather than kill the company, however, this change in strategy helped it parlay its experience with new data sources into a successful new business model.\(^{17}\)

Meanwhile, Bing touts its advantages over Google and new entrants in the general search game including, DuckDuckGo and Blekko, have seen triple digit growth and attract fervent followers.\(^{18}\)

Whether Google’s conduct had anticompetitive effect or not, antitrust law does not bar a company from making life a little harder for its rivals, but only from impairing competition by engaging in exclusionary conduct that prevents competitors from reaching efficient scale. As we discuss in more detail below, the evidence before the FTC (insofar as the publicly available evidence relentlessly put forth by competitors and other critics during the pendency of the case represents the evidence before the agency) was dramatically insufficient to demonstrate this.

### III. GOOGLE’S RELEVANT MARKET

One crucial aspect of any antitrust action is the determination of the relevant market in which to analyze complained-of conduct. Although market definition has a complicated place in exclusion cases, a proper unilateral effects analysis will incorporate, whether explicitly or not, identification of potentially foreclosed competitors and an assessment of market dynamics in order to assess whether and how much consumers may be affected by the alleged exclusion.\(^{19}\) Without properly defining the market, any judgment of competitive effects will be flawed.\(^{20}\)

In the first place, the determination that a defendant is a monopolist (and thus subject to antitrust-based legal limitations on its business
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19. See, e.g., Steven C. Salop, *The First Principles Approach to Antitrust, Kodak, and Antitrust at the Millennium*, 68 ANTITRUST L.J. 187, 188 (2000) (“Although market power and market definition have a role in antitrust analysis, their proper roles are as parts of and in reference to the primary evaluation of the alleged anticompetitive conduct and its likely market effects. They are not valued for their own sake, but rather for the roles they play in an evaluation of market effects.”)

20. FTC, *SINGLE FIRM CONDUCT: MONOPOLIZATION DEFINED*, available at http://www.ftc.gov/bc/antitrust/monopolization_defined.shtm (“Judging the conduct of an alleged monopolist requires an in-depth analysis of the market and the means used to achieve or maintain the monopoly.”).
practices), requires an assessment of the firm’s power to restrict its own output or that of competing firms — an analysis that requires identifying which firms are, in fact, competitors. But more important-ly, for purposes of the foreclosure analysis at issue in the Google case, it also requires identifying the range of mechanisms — sources of input or channels of distribution — available to competitors that serve to mitigate an alleged monopolist’s ability to constrain competitors’ output (by raising rivals’ costs).

For casual purposes, Google is said to operate in the “online search” and/or “online search advertising” markets. But for purposes of antitrust analysis, this causal definition is insufficient, and both of these are too narrow.

To say that Google dominates “search” or “search advertising” misses the mark precisely because there is nothing especially antitrust-relevant about either search or search advertising. Because of their own unique products, innovations, data sources, business models, entrepreneurship and organizations, many companies that do not fall into either category have challenged and will continue to challenge the dominant company — and the dominant paradigm — in a shifting and evolving range of markets.

A more accurate market definition would perhaps include the range of firms that participate in the market for “targeted eyeballs” — that offer any of a range of products attractive to consumers (general search, product search, social networking, emailing, online retailing, etc.), the use of which generate data, context, or secondary actions that enable the firm to target advertising to specific, likely consumers. While undeniably significant in this market, Google is not likely dominant. And Amazon — not Bing or any other search engine — may be its most significant competitor:

In 2009, nearly a quarter of shoppers started research for an online purchase on a search engine like Google and 18 percent started on Amazon, according to a Forrester Research study. By last year, almost a third started on Amazon and just 13 percent on a search engine. Product searches on Amazon have grown 73 percent over the last year while searches on Google Shopping have been flat, according to comScore.21

To the extent that consumers use Google, they do so largely to find information on the web. But this is in no way confined to search. Facebook, Twitter, Amazon and even iTunes, among many others, all act as functional equivalents in various contexts.

And there is another sense in which Google may not be as dominant as it looks — it depends on what the meaning of “search” is. Data is not readily available, but common sense tells us that consumers “search” for music more often on iTunes than on Google (and certainly they actually purchase music there significantly more often). Likewise for books (and all manner of retail goods) on Amazon (and here we do have some data, as noted above).

IV. MARKET DEFINITION FOR ADVERTISERS

Some critics have argued that Google’s conduct not only foreclosed its competitors from access to Internet users, but that, by doing so, Google also foreclosed advertisers from efficient access to online platforms other than Google. The claims are unsupported. For advertisers, the specific technology that supports their ads is not relevant; rather, advertisers care about effectiveness and the returns on an entire campaign. The sorts of targeting facilitated by social media, for example, may be as or even more effective than search, and, increasingly, there is evidence that advertisers are looking more and more to these other channels to reach potential customers.

As one commentator notes, “[t]he danger to Google . . . is that as social networking, smartphones and tablets increasingly come to dominate the Internet, Google’s chance to earn advertising revenues from searching will shrink along with its influence.”

Thus, for advertisers, the case for a search-specific market is especially weak. Advertisers don’t care whether consumers see their ads and navigate to their sites (or buy their wares) via a search page, a friend’s Facebook post, or a porn site; virtually any blank space on a web page (or in an app) will do. As long as advertisers are able to place ads that successfully reach those users who are most interested in buying what they’re selling, the specific mechanism by which the


matching of users with advertisers is accomplished is of no competitive significance.

In other words, Google competes in the market for targeted eyeballs: a market aimed to offer up targeted ads to interested users. Search is important in this, but it is by no means alone, and there are myriad (and growing) other mechanisms to access consumers online.\(^2\) The claim, then, that Google’s conduct amounted to actionable foreclosure, even if it did make it more difficult for search competitors to access consumers (and thus attract advertisers) via Google’s platform, is impossible to maintain. The advertising market — both in total and even if limited only to online advertising — is enormous and highly competitive, and Google represents a relatively small piece of it. The vast majority of competing advertising outlets, ranging from all offline platforms to online behemoths like Facebook, Amazon, and Twitter, are in no way affected, let alone foreclosed, by Google’s alleged bias.

As noted above, despite critics’ efforts to focus attention on the search market more narrowly, the broader online advertising market is significant and growing in importance. As one commenter put it talking about Amazon’s move into display advertising:

> Facebook knows who your friends are. Google knows what you’re interested in finding on the [I]nternet. Amazon knows what you’ve bought, and has a pretty good idea of what you might want to buy next. If you were an advertiser, which company’s data sounds most valuable to you? If you had a product you wanted to sell, which of those things would you most want to know?\(^2\)

It hardly matters that Amazon’s matching mechanism results in display ads rather than search ads. As long as consumers are responsive to both types of ads, advertisers will substitute between them whenever the return on investment of one exceeds that of the other. And display advertising is increasingly important to advertisers. As Robert Hof notes:

> Gartner’s report has some interesting detail about the changing mix of mobile ad types and which parts of the world growth is coming from. Display ads will


grow faster than search ads, overtaking them by 2016.

And where is all this mobile ad money coming from? Not surprisingly, print—especially newspapers—as well as radio.

Not only are advertisers increasingly paying attention to display advertising in lieu of search advertising—a dynamic particularly important in the mobile environment—but this focus (as well as the prior focus on search advertising itself) comes at the expense of offline advertising.\(^{27}\)

Claims that online search is a distinct, relevant market, separate from the broader advertising market, have long been suspect. As Avi Goldfarb and Catherine Tucker demonstrated empirically (in an article first distributed as a working paper in 2007), online and offline ads can be substitutes, and pricing of online display advertising, especially in niche markets, is sensitive to the availability of offline alternatives.\(^{28}\) “[N]o doubt these interactions and cross-elasticities are complicated, nuanced, and difficult to detect, isolate, and identify with certainty,”\(^ {29}\) but that they are complicated does not mean they don’t exist or that they should be ignored in antitrust analysis.

V. Google’s Product Innovation and Antitrust

The ability to generate revenue from online matchmaking, whether the matching is built on search technology, social media or something else, turns on the quality of the match. All else equal, an advertiser interested in selling a product will be willing to pay more for an ad viewed by a user who can be reliably identified as being interested in buying its product. In other words, the most successful targeted advertising will match not only consumers’ interests with advertisers’ products, but also consumers interested in making a purchase with advertisers’ products.

Google’s primary mechanism for attracting users to match with advertisers, general search, is substantially about information and not commerce, and its original “ten blue links” search model is not partic-
ularly well-suited to capturing these valuable product searchers. While Google has developed a remarkable technology for inferring consumers’ likely interests from their search activity, its core technology is relatively ineffective at differentiating a user who searches for “Nikon camera” because she is interested in buying a camera from one who is researching the history of the Nikon camera or looking for a lost instruction manual. In fact, Google doesn’t even bother to serve up ads for 70% of the searches run on its site precisely because these users are not (as far as Google knows) looking for anything monetizable. And this creates a real vulnerability for Google, one it understandably tries to minimize by finding ways to attract and differentiate more monetizable searches.

In acknowledgement of this, Google has attempted to better identify more valuable searches with innovations like Google Shopping, Zagat restaurant ratings, and Flight Search. But its success in adapting has been rather meager. One study shows that the general search query breakdown for search engines is: 50 percent informational queries, 30 percent navigational queries, 10 percent product queries, and 10 percent services queries. It’s these last two categories of search that attract advertisers, and while the vast majority of searches on Amazon, for example, are product queries, Google’s share of these valuable searches is paltry by comparison.

Ironically, and important for understanding the competitive significance of Google’s complained-of conduct, Google’s relatively unsuccessful efforts to bolster its ability to offer (and differentiate) product and service searches are precisely the changes in Google’s business model that have brought about the charges against it. But viewed from the point of view of the competitive dynamics of the broader market in which Google operates, these allegedly exclusionary acts look like sensible, even necessary, product design decisions. Although competitors might prefer that Google’s products operate differently, those wishes are not a sound basis for antitrust liability, as the FTC realized.

Recent doctrine supports this argument and highlights the importance for antitrust jurisprudence of avoiding the costly error of over-detering welfare-enhancing product innovations:

There is no room in this analysis for balancing the benefits or worth of a product improvement against
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32. See also Miller & Clifford, supra note 21, at 7.
its anticompetitive effects. If a monopolist’s design change is an improvement, it is “necessarily tolerated by the antitrust laws.

* * *

To weigh the benefits of an improved product design against the resulting injuries to competitors is not just unwise, it is unadministrable. There are no criteria that courts can use to calculate the “right” amount of innovation, which would maximize social gains and minimize competitive injury. A seemingly minor technological improvement today can lead to much greater advances in the future. The balancing test proposed by plaintiffs would therefore require courts to weigh as-yet-unknown benefits against current competitive injuries. 33

As one of us has noted elsewhere, the factual and economic basis for claims of foreclosure based on product innovations in technology markets is extremely weak:

The problem with [foreclosure arguments based on product innovations] is that they assume, incorrectly, that there is no opportunity for meaningful competition with a strong incumbent in the face of innovation, or that the absence of competitors in these markets indicates inefficiency . . . . The traditional indicia of dominance are often easy to satisfy in the face of successful product innovation, especially in the New Economy. But it does not follow that dominance presents the same problems as it might in other facets of the economy.

* * *

There is an unfortunate post hoc reasoning to these product innovation cases, where a technological standard or a dominant market share attributable to a product innovation is taken for granted, and arguments are made (and accepted) that competition is possible only with access to (or the ability to clone)

the dominant or standardized innovation. The problem with this sort of argument, as much of the network effects literature makes clear, is that competition on the merits is still possible even in the face of dominant products or standards.34

To define the relevant market, or to look for competitive effects, in terms of the particular mechanism that accomplishes the matching of consumers and advertisers does not reflect the substitutability of other mechanisms that do the same thing but simply aren’t called “search.” Likewise, to identify Google’s efforts to compete within this broader market that defines its competitive space through product innovations designed to benefit consumers and maintain its viability is similarly misguided.

VI. THE DIFFICULTIES OF ANTITRUST ON THE INTERNET

Internet monopolies are notoriously fleeting despite repeated (and eventually undermined) claims to the contrary. Competition is more rampant — and monopolies more fleeting — than is often assumed. In part this is because barriers to entry are low. For the same reason that Google and Facebook are competitors even though they operate in different “markets” using different technologies, online dominance is difficult to maintain: technological innovation inevitably serves to marginalize specific technological means of accomplishing desired functions online, rendering incumbents susceptible to decimating, and often unexpected, competition.35

Low barriers to entry are a key reason for the extensive entrepreneurial activity on the web, further evidenced by the churn of the Internet ecosystem’s largest players. In the two decades since the Internet’s commercial viability, consumers have made and broken a number of these “unassailable” titans. AOL’s merger with Time Warner, the biggest in history, was a colossal failure in part because new technology (particularly new content distribution technologies) undermined the firm’s lock on Internet access and content delivery.36 Yahoo! and AltaVista were early leaders in keyword search, only to be superseded by Google when they failed to keep up with spam and Google’s technological acuity. MySpace, which ranks as one of Rupert Murdoch’s biggest losses, was yet another “monopoly” that de-

34. Manne & Wright, supra note 33, at 175–76.
manded antitrust scrutiny. But the “market” that MySpace allegedly alone occupied turned out to be considerably bigger than its specific (music and entertainment) approach to social networking and the site quickly lost its dominance to innovative adaptations of its model like Facebook and Twitter.

Today Google is another behemoth whose particular attributes can’t, it is alleged, be duplicated without forced access to Google itself. One common refrain from Google’s critics is that Google’s access to immense amounts of data used to increase the quality of its targeting presents a barrier to competition that no one else can match, thus protecting Google’s “unassailable” monopoly. But scale comes in many ways. In the first place, data can be bought; there’s plenty out there, and lots of it is for sale:

Data about consumer preferences and behavior — aggregated and (much to the annoyance of privacy advocates) individualized — is also a commodity in our modern economy. Whether credit and commercial transaction data . . . , product preference and consumer satisfaction data . . . or the emerging “big data” marketplace, data can easily be bought, in bulk, for cheap.

It may be the case that no other general search engine can match Google’s data primacy in general search. But that doesn’t mean either that Google’s model of search is inevitable and will be perpetual, or that its core functions — information retrieval and targeted advertising — can’t be accomplished through other technological means, using other sources of data.

Serendipitously, Facebook formally entered into the search space just a week after the Google investigation was closed. It was not all that surprising. Google’s method of search is probably the most effective means for a user to garner information on the open web, whereas Facebook has a massive structured data set for the social web. Facebook’s Graph Search is still a form of keyword search, but its results come from indexing millions of individual social interactions in a web-based environment. It is rumored that the company will expand

its offering in the coming months to include Facebook posts and the extended ad network, a logical move given the potential in that data.\footnote{16} If Facebook’s search successfully catches on with consumers, it will have a search feature that makes an enormously valuable trove of information available to consumers and that reflects real time user interest—a viable consumer discovery tool to rival or exceed Google’s.

Meanwhile, Google’s chief competitor in traditional keyword search, Microsoft, is hardly hurting for data. In fact, Microsoft is even, quite creatively, culling data directly from Google itself,\footnote{41} despite its claims to the contrary.\footnote{42} Furthermore, Microsoft has teamed up with Facebook to provide additional results for Facebook’s Graph Search, tying Bing into the social search space and Facebook into the general Internet search space. Bing, Facebook, and other recent entrants in the general search business have enjoyed success precisely because they are able to obtain the inputs (in this case, data) necessary to develop competitive offerings and because they are able to develop innovative technologies capable of satisfying consumer and advertiser demand as well as, or better than, Google.

We’ve been here before in the relatively short history of high-tech antitrust. Microsoft’s market position was unassailable...until it wasn’t. Even at the time, many could have told you that its perceived dominance was fleeting, as many did.\footnote{44} Lawrence Lessig, one of those charged with assessing the claims against Microsoft, even apologized for “blowing it” by not anticipating potential competition in the desktop market—and he was talking about Linux, not Apple, which is now one of the world’s most valuable companies.\footnote{45} Apple’s success arose from an innovative and unexpected business model that deviated from its once-dominant rival’s, and not on a business model that the DOJ’s antitrust case against the company either facilitated or anticipated.\footnote{46}

The notion of a durable monopoly in this evolving and uncertain environment is fanciful, and the claim of consumer harm difficult to support. Antitrust enforcers’ imprecise predictions about the future in the Microsoft case point up a significant problem for antitrust: the risk

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
and costs of antitrust “getting it wrong” and therefore impairing, rather than promoting, the competitive process. Courts are invariably beleaguered by Type 1 and Type 2 errors when trying to determine whether conduct is anticompetitive or procompetitive.47 The first is an error of over-deterrence, the second is one of under-deterrence, but correcting for these errors has an unequal social cost. It is much easier in the case of a false negative, as markets have a tendency in the long run to correct these problems, whereas the issues from a regulatory fiat tend to linger. Jurisprudence is replete with examples, including several of the Warren Court’s long-ascendant horizontal merger decisions, such as Von’s Grocery,48 and the Court’s long-held, but recently dismissed per se prohibition against resale price maintenance.49 Meanwhile, Type 1 errors are more likely to occur, and “antitrust lawyers and economists have a long and storied history of systematically assigning anticompetitive explanations to conduct that is novel and not well understood.”50

VII. CONCLUSION

There are two lessons to be drawn from this discussion. First, put into appropriate context, Google’s alleged search bias does not amount to anticompetitive foreclosure and the FTC was right to end its investigation without filing a complaint. Second, these are dynamic markets and it is a fool’s errand to identify the power or significance of any player in these markets based on data available today. Such data is already out of date between the time it is collected and the time it is analyzed. Competition with Google may not and need not look exactly like Google itself, and some of this competition will usher in innovations that Google itself won’t be able to replicate. But this doesn’t make it any less competitive. Competition need not look identical to be competitive; that’s what innovation is all about.

47. See generally Manne & Wright, supra note 33, at 11.
50. Manne & Wright, supra note 33, at 195. See also Ronald Coase, Industrial Organization: A Proposal for Research, in 67 POLICY ISSUES AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION (Victor R. Fuchs ed., 1972) (“[I]f an economist finds something—a business practice of one sort or another—that he does not understand, he looks for a monopoly explanation. And as in this field we are very ignorant, the number of understandable practices tends to be very large, and the reliance on a monopoly explanation, frequent.”).